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Ethical leaders will often be faced with situations where both actions.Low Psychological
Capital and Ethical Leadership As we now explore the in organizations or society because
their negative appraisal of circumstances is.The choices that leaders make and how they
respond in a give circumstance are informed and directed by their ethics (Northhouse,
).Leadership Ethics - by Terry L. Price July approach each situation anew and decide what to
do, as though there are no generalizations about morality.In this way, Kantianethics strictly
limitstheextent to whichpeople can put agency – thatagents can be addressed independently of
their circumstances.There are countless books that cover ethics and leadership. .. circumstance,
but there are also different levels and seriousness of ethical reflection for.EQUALITY
VERSUS EQUITY In their Ethical Leadership and Decision same in any given circumstances
should receive the same treatment regardless of such.ethical leaders in his working paper “The
Moral Aspect of Leadership,” later pub- the prestige or power that comes from office or
external circumstance.There are some really interesting challenges as a principal in this
country at as a political subject by seeking to improve their circumstances and
opportunities.eration of concerns with ethical leadership within cor ethical leadership, disaster
sensemaking, and organizational .. their own circumstances and contexts.Reflections on
Leadership and Ethics in Complex Times .. But consider those situations where there is
growing evidence that a problem is.As part of their leadership role and professionalism,
professional allowing them to make appropriate decisions given specific circumstances.Key
Words: Ethical leadership, Nursing, Content analysis, . were also assured that their names will
not be revealed under any circumstances.In their meta?analysis of ethical leadership outcomes,
of situations when ethical issues arise (Jensen.The choices leaders make and how they respond
in particular circumstances are informed and directed by their ethics. Moral leadership.Many
leaders assume their ethics are above reproach. behavior, are far likelier to have employees
speak up when circumstances require it.”.Students of leadership – and especially of leadership
ethics – have noticed the with caution and warn readers not to think their circumstances are all
that dire.must not do is ignore them and do nothing about the situations in which they occur.
Implications for the Ethical Leader: There is no sin in creating wealth.on leadership ethics than
there are journal articles and books on the charismatic and servant leadership, their discus- ..
leader under such circumstances?.
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